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 It was later picked up by 5pb and developed by Osaka Production. Let's Us Build Your House!'' was released in Japan on October 26, 2013, and was the first game to be released by Underground campaign. The Japanese version includes an alternative remake of ''Itsuka! Tatakae Onna no Ko'' (aka ''Let's! Build A Girl'') as its ending theme. Plot The story follows the life of a boy named Sakurai (male
protagonist) and his journey to build a house for an older girl named Kyō (female protagonist). Sakurai lives in his home, which is rundown and lacking in furnishings. Kyō lives next door and longs to move in with her parents, but due to circumstances out of her control, is unable to move. One day, Sakurai is approached by a couple of people who ask him to help them build a house for their sister, but
he declines, as he's already got a full-time job as a newspaper deliveryman. Sakurai responds by saying that they can't afford to hire workers to do such a large job. The couple seem saddened by this, and the scene cuts to Kyō's neighbor, Yasuda (female protagonist) weeping outside of her home. Yasuda's father had passed away, leaving her mother alone with three children to raise. Yasuda had longed
to move in with her parents, and was so desperately sad that she couldn't sleep. The scene cuts back to Sakurai, who is irritated that no one will help him with his house-building job. However, he gets the chance to show his work skills to the couple who have returned, by offering to construct a balcony for them. After they agree, he tells them to stop calling him, and they agree. A second scene cuts to
Kyō's parents' house. Kyō is walking through their house and is approached by Sakurai, who tells her that the couple who live next door have agreed to let Kyō move in with them. Kyō seems excited, and Sakurai notices Kyō crying. He asks why she is crying, but Kyō just replies that she doesn't know what to do with herself now that she will be living with her parents. He then asks Kyō why she wants

to live with her parents, to which she replies that she had wanted to live with them for a long time, but she also wants to have her own room, and to have her mother as a wife. 520fdb1ae7
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